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Description of the topic:

Title: Learning and coordination at the wireless edge in future IoT

Wireless communication networks such as the future Internet of Things (IoT) will highly
benefit from various forms of cooperation established between communication nodes,
especially those at the edge of the networks (small cell base stations, user terminals).
Cooperation can take place over various domains. They include wireless operation domains
when the node’s primary function is a data communication one. In this case cooperation
domain is directly related to communication parameter design, such as power control, beam
design, time-frequency resource assignment etc. However the node may also cooperate to
perform non-communication related tasks [1]. For instance several terminals may want to
communicate between each other and collaborate to joint localize themselves, or jointly
perform any other cooperative tasks (such as robots in a factory).

Inter-node cooperation generally require two basic functions to be devised. One is a protocol
to carry information between the nodes to that they inform each other of their local
environment. This protocol involves some form of signaling between the cooperating devices.
For instance if nodes seek to jointly localize themselves, they in a first phase may exchange
local mapping information and/or some local visual or radio input. The second function to be
devised is called “decision making”. This function exploits the local+shared information from
the first phase and turns it into an estimate or action.

Distributed and federated learning approaches
The above signaling and decision making problems can be generally recast as decentralized
control problems which are known to be extremely challenging if solved to optimality [2,3,4,5]
especially when the local data is noisy in addition to being partial [6,7].
In this PhD work, we are interested in the use of machine learning in order to automate the
solution and capitalize of the massive amounts of data that are inherent to dense networks of
connected objects in the future IoT.

First a novel algorithm architecture will be studied which aims at solving the signaling problem
and the decision making problems. One key instance will be that where signaling and decision
making engines will the take the form of neural networks. In this case, a key challenge will be
the efficient training of the networks, especially when the network of nodes has globally
access to lots of training data yet each node separately can access to only limited training data.
For this problem we will consider the recently developed concept of distributed and federated
learning [10] which allow distinct nodes to exploit the availability of training data at other
nodes without ever having to exchange this data (hence saving on bandwidth and maintaining
privacy).
For the signaling and decision making design per-se will capitalize on our preliminary work
using DNN which has revealed some promising results [8,9] but needs considerable further
understanding. First the optimization of DNN architecture is completely open. Secondly we
need more understanding on why DNN can solve our problem and under what conditions.
Finally we need to investigate scalability issues when the number of agents tends to grow
large (hundreds).
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